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4ABSTRACT
iHadoop: Asynchronous Iterations Support for MapReduce
Eslam Elnikety
MapReduce is a distributed programming framework designed to ease the develop-
ment of scalable data-intensive applications for large clusters of commodity machines.
Most machine learning and data mining applications involve iterative computations
over large datasets, such as the Web hyperlink structures and social network graphs.
Yet, the MapReduce model does not efficiently support this important class of appli-
cations. The architecture of MapReduce, most critically its dataflow techniques and
task scheduling, is completely unaware of the nature of iterative applications; tasks
are scheduled according to a policy that optimizes the execution for a single itera-
tion which wastes bandwidth, I/O, and CPU cycles when compared with an optimal
execution for a consecutive set of iterations.
This work presents iHadoop, a modified MapReduce model, and an associated
implementation, optimized for iterative computations. The iHadoop model schedules
iterations asynchronously. It connects the output of one iteration to the next, allowing
both to process their data concurrently. iHadoop’s task scheduler exploits inter-
iteration data locality by scheduling tasks that exhibit a producer/consumer relation
on the same physical machine allowing a fast local data transfer. For those iterative
applications that require satisfying certain criteria before termination, iHadoop runs
5the check concurrently during the execution of the subsequent iteration to further
reduce the application’s latency.
This thesis also describes our implementation of the iHadoop model, and evalu-
ates its performance against Hadoop, the widely used open source implementation of
MapReduce. Experiments using different data analysis applications over real-world
and synthetic datasets show that iHadoop performs better than Hadoop for iterative
algorithms, reducing execution time of iterative applications by 25% on average. Fur-
thermore, integrating iHadoop with HaLoop, a variant Hadoop implementation that
caches invariant data between iterations, reduces execution time by 38% on average.
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Chapter I
Introduction
We live in a digital world where data sizes are increasing exponentially. By 2007, the
digital universe was estimated at 281 exabytes, and it is expected to experience more
than a tenfold growth by 2011 [15]. Data are being generated at unprecedented scale
and rate. This has a direct effect on the scale of datasets that need to be processed in
several domains, with volumes varying from many terabytes to a few petabytes. For
example, analyzing the hyperlink structure of the Web requires processing billions
of Web pages, mining popular social networks involves millions of nodes and billions
of edges, multi-dimensional astronomical data are collected at rates exceeding 100
GB/day [27], and Facebook is hosting over 10 billion photos.
I.1 Data Analysis Approaches
This explosion of available data has motivated the design of many scalable distributed
frameworks [21, 11] to face the challenges presented when processing and analyzing
those sizes. The key challenges every distributed framework has to target for large
scale processing are:
• Storing the data. Data are usually stored in a distributed manner across the
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disks of the computing platform. Techniques such as replication and striping
are used to provide higher availability and higher aggregate disk throughput.
• Distributing the load. The frameworks have to select an execution plan to
balance the work assigned to each node. This execution plan can be determined
statically or dynamically, where the later is more likely to cope with fluctuations
of the workloads presented to the system [34].
• Exploiting parallelization. It is up to the framework to manage and exploit
the tasks that can be done in parallel. Some models partition the data into parts
where each can be processed in parallel, i.e., partitioned parallelism. Others,
e.g., stream databases [39], have several pipelines of execution running at the
same time.
• Providing fault tolerance. Fault tolerance is critical for those architectures
based on commodity machines where failures are very frequent, especially if the
framework will be used for long-running workloads. Others based on expensive
and specialized hardware can have weaker fault tolerance models customized
for their needs and practices.
• Programming model. The model should be generic enough to express a large
class of problems. Furthermore, frameworks try to provide an easy-to-use API
for developers.
Other challenges are energy efficiency [2] and cost of ownership. Distributed and
parallel data analysis frameworks have several common traits, but most notably, they
aggregate computing power from the available computing infrastructure to perform
large scale data processing.
One approach to large scale processing is to use high-performance expensive com-
puting platforms, e.g., parallel databases and grid computing. Parallel databases are
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robust high-performance computing platforms. They provide a high level program-
ming environment, e.g., SQL, on top of a set of high-end servers. Parallel databases
partition structured data according to a variety of partitioning strategies to achieve
as much parallelism as possible when answering queries. Some parallel databases [12]
assume shared-nothing nodes over high-speed interconnect. Those parallel databases
have proven linear scalability, i.e., maintaining a constant response time as data
sizes increase by proportionally adding nodes to the system, over clusters of order of
100 nodes. Yet, parallel databases are still expensive and not as scalable as neces-
sary. Whereas, high performance computing and grid computing communities perform
large scale processing using message passing programming paradigms [17], e.g., MPI
libraries. The work is distributed and parallelized over a cluster of machines that share
the same file system over a Storage Area Network (SAN). Grid computing is effec-
tive for compute-intensive workloads, e.g., scientific computations. For data-intensive
workloads, this model is inadequate as I/O becomes dominant.
The other approach to large scale processing is to use clusters of commodity ma-
chines. MapReduce is a large scale data-intensive processing framework that scales
out to thousands of commodity machines [11]. With MapReduce, developers can
focus on their domain-specific tasks, while the framework is responsible for low-level
system issues such as job scheduling, load balancing, synchronization, and fault tol-
erance which is critical for long-running jobs. Developers need to implement two
functions, map and reduce, and do not need to be concerned about the failures of
unreliable commodity machines, or complicated parallelism and synchronization con-
structs. MapReduce is used in many applications such as indexing [25], data min-
ing [33, 23], and machine learning [7, 42].
Compared to other approaches, MapReduce is more scalable and more suitable for
data-intensive processing [9]. Its ease of use is best reflected by its increasing popular-
ity; Hadoop [18], an open source implementation of MapReduce, has been adopted by
16
several enterprises such as Yahoo!, eBay, and Facebook [41]. It follows the basic ar-
chitecture and programming model initially introduced by Google’s MapReduce [11].
I.2 Iterative Applications
Iterative computations represent a large and important class of applications. They
are at the core of several data analysis applications such as PageRank [3], k-means,
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) [24], and numerous other machine learning
and graph mining algorithms [35, 49, 38]. These applications process data iteratively
for a pre-specified number of iterations or until a termination condition is satisfied.
Figure I.1 depicts such behaviour. The output of an iteration can be used as input
to subsequent iterations.
Done? 
Perform 
Iteration 
Update 
Condition 
Start 
End 
No 
Yes 
Figure I.1: Flow chart for an iterative application execution. Done? returns Yes
whenever the execution (1) finishes running the pre-specified number of iterations, or
(2) meets the termination conditions.
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I.2.1 The Need for Scalable Iterative Solutions
Given the massive sizes of data and the importance of iterative computations, we
need a scalable solution to efficiently apply iterative computations on large scale
datasets. If we are to run the PageRank algorithm on Internet-scale datasets, we
have to process iteratively over 1 billion Web pages; whereas mining the Internet will
require processing 25 terabytes of data in every iteration1.
On one hand, the MapReduce framework scales to thousands of machines, but on
the other hand, it was not designed to run iterative applications efficiently. Since a
series of iterations can be represented as two or more back-to-back MapReduce jobs,
developers can use a driver program to submit the necessary MapReduce jobs for
each iteration. If the application has to meet certain criteria before stopping, the
driver program is responsible for running the termination check. The termination
check itself can be a separate MapReduce job, or a separate program that is invoked
by the driver.
This approach to using iterative algorithms with MapReduce has two significant
limitations. An iteration must wait until:
• the previous iteration has finished completely and its output has been entirely
written and committed to the underlying file system, and
• the termination check, if needed, has finished.
Since each iteration starts, usually, by reading from the file system what has just
been written by the previous one, significant amounts of precious network bandwidth,
I/O, and CPU cycles are wasted. The work presented in this thesis targets these limi-
tations and provides a modified MapReduce model that can run iterative applications
efficiently.
1These numbers are based on the ClueWeb09 dataset http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09.
php/
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I.3 Contributions
This work presents iHadoop, a modification of the MapReduce framework optimized
for MapReduce applications that require iterative computations. iHadoop modifies
the dataflow techniques and task scheduling of the traditional MapReduce model,
to make them aware of the nature of iterative computations. iHadoop strives for
better performance by executing iterations asynchronously, where an iteration starts
before its preceding iteration finishes. This is achieved by feeding the output of an
iteration as it progresses to the following one which allows both to process their
data concurrently. Extra care is taken to preserve the MapReduce design principle of
transparent fault tolerance, even with asynchronous iterations. iHadoop also modifies
the task scheduler so as to schedule tasks that exhibit a producer/consumer relation
of consecutive iterations on the same physical node where the cost of inter-iteration
data transfer is minimal. Since iterations are running asynchronously with iHadoop,
its task scheduler decides when it is optimal to schedule a certain task.
Ik	  
Ik+1	  
Ck	  
Ck	  
Ck+1	  
Ck+1	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Figure I.2: Synchronous iterations versus asynchronous iterations for an iterative
application.
Some applications need to check the termination condition between every two
consecutive iterations Ik and Ik+1. If the application converges after n iterations,
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the termination condition is satisfied only once out of n times. iHadoop runs this
termination check in the background after starting iteration Ik+1 asynchronously,
speculating that the condition will not be satisfied after the completion of iteration
Ik. If it turns out to be satisfied, iteration Ik+1 is immediately terminated; this
results in wasted computation, but it is insignificant compared to the performance
gains achieved by asynchronous iterations. If the condition is not satisfied, Ik+1
will have made considerable progress by the time the check concludes as we show
experimentally in Chapter VI. Figure I.2 visually shows the difference between the
execution pipelines of synchronous and asynchronous iterations, in the presence of
termination checks.
This work makes the following main contributions:
• It introduces iHadoop, a modified version of the MapReduce model that allows
iterations to run asynchronously. iHadoop also schedules the termination check,
if needed, concurrently with the subsequent iteration. This results in greater
parallelism at the application level and better utilization of resources.
• It modifies the MapReduce task scheduler to be aware of the asynchronous
behavior. iHadoop takes advantage of inter-iteration locality and schedules the
tasks that have strong dataflow interaction on the same physical node whenever
possible.
• It presents an associated implementation of the iHadoop model, and describes
issues encountered while tuning the performance of asynchronous iterations.
• It presents an evaluation of iHadoop along with a performance comparison with
Hadoop, using real and synthetic datasets.
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I.4 Walkthrough of this Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter II gives an overview of the
MapReduce framework. Usage of commodity hardware, automatic parallelization,
and scalability are the key principles of the MapReduce model. The MapReduce
programming model has only two primitives: map and reduce. However, this model
is general enough to represent a very broad class of applications. This chapter also
illustrates how iterative applications are executed with the traditional MapReduce
framework—readers familiar with MapReduce can skip this chapter.
Chapter III discusses the related work. Section III.1 describes the MapReduce
implementations that focus on optimizing the framework for iterative computations
by modifying the underlying system. Section III.2 describes those systems that pro-
vide support for a pipeline of MapReduce jobs by adding an interface to existing
MapReduce frameworks. Section III.3 discusses other alternatives to MapReduce.
Chapter IV presents the design of iHadoop. It examines the different types of
dependencies that arise in a set of consecutive iterations in Section IV.1. Section IV.2
argues that the data dependency found between two consecutive iterations, where the
output of an iterations is used as input to the next one, can be carefully handled to
give room for executing those two iterations asynchronously. Section IV.3 examines
how a control dependency between an iteration and the following termination check
can be ignored to further reduce the application’s latency. Section IV.4 describes
the task scheduling policy required by the iHadoop model to support asynchronous
iterations. Sections IV.5 and IV.6 discuss how the fault tolerance and load balancing
mechanisms of iHadoop are as efficient as those of MapReduce.
Chapter V introduces our implementation of the iHadoop model. It describes in
detail the implementation decisions required to tune the performance of iHadoop.
This chapter answers questions such as: When should iHadoop schedule reducers
of the following iteration? How does iHadoop transfer the data between the tasks
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that exhibit a producer/consumer relationship? And how does iHadoop control the
dataflow from a reducer to the mappers of the following iteration with minimal over-
head?
Chapter VI evaluates the performance of our iHadoop implementation. It starts
by describing the experimental setup and the applications it will use through the eval-
uation in Sections VI.1–VI.2. Section VI.3 evaluates the performance gains achieved
through asynchronous iterations and running the termination condition concurrently
with the subsequent iteration, speculatively. Since iHadoop takes advantage of other
optimizations proposed for iterative applications over MapReduce (such as caching
invariant data between iterations [4, 14]), this chapter analyzes the performance gains
of different optimizations available to iHadoop. Results show that asynchronous it-
erations improve the performance of the underlying system, on average, by 20% re-
gardless of the other optimizations implemented by the underlying system.
Chapter VII concludes this thesis with some insights on the future work.
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Chapter II
MapReduce Framework
MapReduce, introduced by Dean and Ghemawat in 2004, is a framework for large scale
data processing using commodity clusters [11]. While originally used for processing
Web search-related data, its simple programming interface is flexible enough to be
used by a broad range of applications. The framework transparently distributes data,
allocates tasks, and parallelizes computations across cluster nodes in a shared-nothing
architecture. It is extensively used in large scale data centers such as those operated
by Google, Facebook, and Amazon.com. This chapter presents a brief overview of
the MapReduce model.
II.1 Principles
This section introduces some of the key principles underlying the design of the MapRe-
duce framework.
• Commodity Hardware. MapReduce does not require expensive hardware or
special network and storage subsystems. The model assumes a large cluster of
commodity machines connected through a local network. Every machine in the
cluster is assumed to have its local storage. The framework makes no assump-
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tions regarding performance homogeneity across nodes. Clusters designed to
run MapReduce should be cost-effective to purchase due to the use of inexpen-
sive hardware, and the availability of open-source implementations.
• Automatic Parallelization. The MapReduce framework automatically han-
dles many system-level issues; it automatically splits input data, balances the
load across nodes, transfers data across the network, synchronizes jobs, handles
node failures, and so on. This allows developers to focus on solving their prob-
lems rather than dealing with the challenges of distributed programming, thus
increasing overall productivity.
• Scalability. MapReduce uses a shared-nothing architecture which is more scal-
able than shared-disk or shared-memory architectures. MapReduces scales up
to thousands of machines and can process many Terabytes of data. MapRe-
duce is able to recover from faults that occur during job execution due to its
sophisticated fault tolerance model.
II.2 Programming Model
The programming model adopted by MapReduce is inspired by functional program-
ming. The framework defines two primitives to be implemented by the user: map
and reduce. These two primitives have the following signatures:
map : (k1, v1)→ [(k2, v2)]
reduce : (k2, [v2])→ [(k3, v3)]
The map function is applied on every (k 1, v 1) pair and produces a list of intermediate
(k 2, v 2) pairs. The reduce function is applied on all intermediate pairs with the same
key and outputs a list of (k 3, v 3) pairs.
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II.3 Runtime System
A sample runtime execution is shown in Fig. II.1. In the Map phase, the runtime splits
the input into chunks. The set of map tasks, operating in parallel across different
nodes, process the chunks by applying the map function on the (k 1, v 1) pairs in their
input splits. In the subsequent Shuﬄe phase, the resultant intermediate (k 2, v 2)
pairs are grouped and partitioned by the runtime according to the key k 2 across the
cluster nodes. Lastly, in the Reduce phase, those partitions are processed in parallel
by reduce tasks, each of which applies the reduce function to its partition to produce
a list of (k 3, v 3) pairs as the job output.
map
map
map
reduce
reduce
reduce
input
input
input
input
output
output
output
Shuffling
(networktraffic)
groupvalues
byk2
Map Shuffle Reduce
(k2,[v2])
(k1,v1)
[(k3,v3)]
[(k2,v2)]
map
Figure II.1: Overview of the MapReduce framework. Each map task processes an
input split from the distributed file system and creates an output partition for each
reduce task. After performing remote reads to retrieve their partitions (from the map
tasks), the reduce tasks sort, group and process their input, and then write their
output to the distributed file system.
The MapReduce runtime is responsible for several key decisions such as scheduling
tasks across cluster nodes. Since MapReduce runs on a large number of commodity
machines, which are not assumed to be very reliable, the runtime provides fault toler-
ance. MapReduce does not assign tasks to nodes statically before execution; instead,
task scheduling is dynamic, making it easier to handle node failures by reassigning
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failed tasks to other working nodes.
II.4 Iterative Applications and MapReduce
As discussed in Subsection I.2.1, developers can use MapReduce framework to run
iterative applications using a driver program. Figure II.2 illustrates the interaction
between this driver program and the MapReduce framework.
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map	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Figure II.2: Typical iterative MapReduce application. Each iteration of the applica-
tion is one or more MapReduce jobs. After each iteration, the driver program submits
a termination check job.
Each iteration of the application is assumed to fit into one or more successive
MapReduce jobs (step). The driver program is responsible for configuring each step:
adjusting input and output directories and providing the appropriate map and reduce
functions that corresponds to the running step. After successfully submitting all the
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steps that constitute a complete iteration, the driver program runs the termination
check if the application requires. The termination check, which can be a MapReduce
job or a separate program, updates the termination condition which is finally checked
by the driver program to determine if the application has satisfied its termination
criteria and can stop.
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Chapter III
Related Work
This chapter reviews related models and systems. We first describe several imple-
mentations of the MapReduce model described in Chapter II, followed by higher-level
systems that are built on top of MapReduce. Finally, we review frameworks other
than MapReduce that are also designed for large scale data processing.
III.1 Iterative MapReduce Implementations
There are many implementations of the MapReduce model [18, 10, 45, 30, 19, 44, 37,
6]. Apache Hadoop [18] is an open-source Java implementation of MapReduce. Its
main components are the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), an implementa-
tion of the Google File System (GFS) [16], and the Hadoop MapReduce component,
an implementation of Google’s MapReduce [11]. HDFS is a block-based distributed
file system that seamlessly partitions and replicates data across cluster nodes. Hadoop
has a master node and many worker nodes. The master node runs a JobTracker pro-
cess which is responsible for scheduling tasks on worker nodes according to the policy
implemented by its TaskScheduler. The JobTracker keeps track of finished and
in-progress tasks, it also orchestrates speculative execution and fault recovery. Each
worker runs a TaskTracker process which receives a periodic heartbeat from the
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JobTracker to launch map and reduce tasks locally on its node. The TaskTracker
replies back with information about its load, available resources, and the progress of
its tasks. It also handles requests for intermediate output of map tasks. Hadoop does
not have explicit support for iterative applications. Iterative MapReduce applications
on Hadoop will follow the design illustrated in Figure II.2, where the MapReduce
framework is completely unaware of the iterative behaviour of those applications,
and will suffer from the limitations discussed earlier in Subsection I.2.1. The fol-
lowing describes the MapReduce systems that optimize the framework for iterative
applications.
III.1.1 HaLoop
HaLoop [4] is a modified version of Hadoop that supports iterative large scale appli-
cations. It provides a programming API to express iterative applications. For most
of iterative applications, a large part of the input data remains unchanged from one
iteration to the next. HaLoop caches and indexes loop-invariant data for map and
reduce tasks on the local disks of the nodes, for iterative applications that follow this
construct:
Ri+1 = R0 ∪ (Ri 1 L)
where R0 is the initial result and L is an invariant relation. And to take advantage of
caching, HaLoop modifies the task scheduler to reassign to each node of the cluster
the set of tasks that were assigned to it in earlier iterations. This reduces significantly
the amount of data that need to be shuﬄed between the map and the reduce tasks
of the same iteration. For those iterative applications that require a termination
check, HaLoop introduces fixpoint evaluation by comparing, in a distributed manner,
the current iteration output with the output of the previous iteration. To do this
efficiently, HaLoop caches and indexes the most recent reducer output locally on each
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reducer node. This significantly reduces the time needed to evaluate the termination
condition. However, this evaluation is limited only to those iterative algorithms where
the convergence criteria depend only on the output of the two most recent iterations.
III.1.2 Twister
Twister [14] is a stream-based MapReduce implementation that supports iterative
algorithms. It uses a publish/subscribe messaging infrastructure configured as a bro-
ker network for sending/receiving data to/from tasks and daemons. Twister as well
distinguishes between static data, which are these data that remain fixed throughout
the whole computation, and dynamic data, which are the results of the computation,
in an iterative application. Twister configures the map and reduce tasks to load the
static data whenever they start. And to avoid repeatedly reloading the static data in
every iteration, Twister uses long running map/reduce tasks, i.e., Twister does not
initiate new map and reduce tasks for every iteration. In case of failures, the entire
computation is rolled back few iterations to the last saved state. To take advantage of
the long running tasks and cached data, twister has to use static scheduling to assign
map and reduce tasks to fixed locations which might lead to unoptimized resource
utilization and load unbalancing. Twister is based on the assumption that datasets
and intermediate data can fit into the distributed memory of the computing infras-
tructure, which is not the case for clusters of commodity machines where each node
has limited resources.
III.1.3 iMapReduce
iMapReduce [48] also proposes an implementation based on Apache Hadoop to pro-
vide a framework that can explicitly model iterative algorithms. Since every iteration
performs the same operations repeatedly, iMapReduce makes use of persistent tasks
by keeping all the tasks alive during the whole iterative process. When a persistent
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task finishes processing its input, the task remains idle until the input of the follow-
ing iteration becomes ready to save the resources/time needed to create, destroy, and
schedule tasks for every iteration. iMapReduce divides the input of the map task into
static data (remain unchanged during the overall iterative process) and state data
(get updated after each iteration).
At the start of an iterative application, iMapReduce keeps a one-to-one mapping
between the map and the reduce tasks and its task scheduler assigns statically every
map task and its corresponding reduce to the same worker. The reduce tasks only
produce state data, which are processed afterwards by the map tasks by first joining
the state data with the static data and then applying the map function. This allows
them to run the map tasks of the subsequent iteration asynchronously while the
reduce tasks has to wait until all the map tasks of the same iteration are finished.
iMapReduce relies on persistent tasks to reduce the amount data to be shuﬄed
from the map tasks to the reduce tasks. However, this requires that the computing
infrastructure has enough resources that can accommodate all the persistent tasks
simultaneously, which puts a limit over the number of concurrent MapReduce jobs
that can be sharing the cluster’s resources at the same time. Their static scheduling
policy and coarse task granularity can lead to an unoptimized resource utilization
and load unbalancing. In case of a failure, the computation is rolled back to the last
saved state. iMapReduce optimizations are limited to those applications where every
iteration corresponds to exactly one MapReduce jobs. And in cases where the map
and reduce functions have different keys, iMapReduce has to start the map tasks of
the following iteration synchronously.
Unlike the previous systems that use a static mapping between tasks and nodes,
which can lead to load unbalancing, iHadoop uses a dynamic scheduling policy. The
use of persistent/long-running tasks, like in Twister and iMapReduce, limits resources
of the infrastructure to a certain job even if they remain idle. iHadoop does not
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persist the tasks for the following iteration; since with large scale datasets, the runtime
optimizes the task granularity so that the time it takes to create, destroy, and schedule
tasks is insignificant compared to the time required by each task to process its input
split. iHadoop is the first to our knowledge to execute asynchronously the map
and reduce tasks of the following MapReduce job in an iterative process without
any limitations on the supported iterative applications: Any iterative MapReduce
application can run over iHadoop with the asynchronous iterations optimization.
III.2 Higher-Level Computing Frameworks Based
on MapReduce
Many systems have been built on top of Hadoop, such as HadoopDB [1], Hive [40],
and Pig [32]. Like Hadoop itself, they do not provide any special support for iterative
applications, and are oblivious to possible optimizations for iterative computations.
Lin and Schatz [26] introduced several design patterns to efficiently process graph
algorithms in MapReduce. They noticed that for many graph algorithms, the graph
structures do not change from one iteration to the next. They partition graph struc-
tures into parts stored in DFS, where reducers perform remote reads to read in the
static data of the computation to avoid unnecessary shuﬄing of invariant data from
map to reduce tasks.
Pegasus [23] and Apache Mahout[28] are libraries for efficient large-scale graph
mining and machine learning algorithms based on Hadoop. Most such algorithms
are iterative in nature. These two systems control the iterative computation using a
driver program that issues a MapReduce job for each iteration, while adjusting the
corresponding input and output directories. Unlike iHadoop, they do not leverage
the possible inter-iteration optimizations that can be applied to iterative algorithms.
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III.3 Alternative frameworks to MapReduce
FlumeJava [5] supports data-parallel pipelines by providing a set of parallel execution
primitives which are compiled into an optimized execution plan using appropriate
underlying primitives (e.g., MapReduce). Pregel [29] is a distributed system designed
for processing large graph datasets. Pregel’s computations are a sequence of iterations
that apply user defined function on each vertex in parallel. It does not support the
broad class of iterative algorithms that iHadoop does.
Spark [47] is a framework built on top of a cluster operating system [20] allowing
multiple applications/frameworks to share resources. Spark supports iterative and
interactive applications while providing scalability and fault tolerance similar to those
of MapReduce. Spark introduces resilient distributed datasets (RDD) which are read-
only objects partitioned across the nodes of a cluster. RDDs can be cached in memory
for a faster access and derived back from data available in reliable storage upon node
failure. However, Spark does not support parallel reductions as in MapReduce which
many iterative applications use to perform join operations.
CIEL [31] is a recent platform that exposes a simple programming model and
transparently handles scheduling, fault tolerance, and synchronization similar to what
the MapReduce model does. A CIEL job can make control-flow decisions enabling
iterative and recursive computations but does not exploit the posssible asynchronous
execution of iterations. Dryad [21] is a distributed framework based on a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) execution model where computations are executed on vertices,
with edges representing communication channels. Dryad is more expressive and flex-
ible than MapReduce but not as straightforward to use. DryadLINQ [46] provides
a high-level programming API for Dryad graphs. It supports iterative computa-
tion using standard loops. Ekanyake et al. [13] show that even with loop unrolling,
DryadLINQ still has programming model overhead when performing iterative com-
putations.
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Parallel database systems are able to exploit parallelism by partitioning and repli-
cating their storage and optimizing query execution plans accordingly [8, 36, 22].
Though they can scale linearly for tens of nodes, there are few deployments with
more than one hundred nodes. Parallel databases often run on expensive homoge-
neous architectures and assume that failures are rare — which is not the case with
large commodity clusters. We are not aware of any published parallel database de-
ployment that was able to scale to thousands of machines.
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Chapter IV
iHadoop Design
The MapReduce dataflow (as reviewed in Chapter II) enables it to scale to thousands
of machines. We argue that iterative applications can take advantage of even more of
the massive parallelism available in cluster environments. This chapter describes how
this is accomplished in the iHadoop model, by adapting the MapReduce dataflow to
the structure of iterative computations.
This chapter first examines the various dependencies and barriers present dur-
ing the execution of iterative algorithms over MapReduce. Having identified the
points where additional parallelism can be safely exploited, we then describe the
asynchronous iterations model, followed by a description of concurrent termination
checking. Introducing asynchronous iterations has implications for task scheduling,
and for the model’s fault tolerance, and we address both issues in this chapter.
IV.1 Dependencies in MapReduce processing
Figure IV.1 shows some of the dependencies observed in the execution of a typical
iterative application in MapReduce. Only the dependencies relevant to our work are
shown.
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Figure IV.1: Analysis of different dependencies in the MapReduce pipeline of an
iterative application.
• Execution Barrier: where execution of a phase has to wait until the execution
of an earlier phase is completely finished. For example, there is an execution
barrier between the Map phase and the Reduce phase in every iteration (this
is true even for non-iterative MapReduce jobs), because any given reduce task
must receive all values associated with a specific key from all mappers before
it starts. This execution barrier is represented by the Shuﬄe phase where all
reducers have to retrieve, sort, and group their respective partitions of interme-
diate data from mappers before they can proceed to the Reduce phase.
• Data Dependency: where the output of one phase is delivered as input to
the next phase. For example, there is a data dependency between the Reduce
phase of iteration Ik and the Map phase of iteration Ik+1. Similarly, when the
application requires a termination check, there is a data dependency between
the Reduce phase of iteration Ik and the termination check Ck. The execution
barrier between Map and Reduce phases of the same iteration is a stronger
type of data dependency where a reducers’ input has to be fully available before
starting the Reduce phase.
• Control Dependency: which determines if the computation should proceed
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with the execution of a phase or not. For example, there is a control dependency
between the termination check Ck and the Map phase of iteration Ik+1 (or
transitively the entire iteration Ik+1).
IV.2 Asynchronous Iterations
With typical MapReduce, every map task is associated with an input split stored in
the distributed file system. Across a sequence of iterations, the input split for each
map task can be
• a part of the output of the immediately preceding iteration, or
• a part of static data or the output of an earlier iteration (not the immediately
preceding).
For an input split of the later case, the corresponding map task can start, with no
changes in the MapReduce dataflow, asynchronously with the previous iteration since
its data are already available in the distributed file system. The following discussion
is concerned with those map tasks that consume parts of the output of the previous
iteration as their input splits. With the typical MapReduce dataflow, those map tasks
will have to wait until their input splits are available in the distributed file system,
i.e., until the previous iteration is completely finished.
While shuﬄing is necessary between the Map and Reduce phases of the same
iteration Ik, it is not required on the output of iteration Ik before it is handed to
the Map phase of the next iteration Ik+1. Therefore, a mapper of Ik+1 can generally
process any part of the input data in any order. The same is true for mappers in
traditional (non-iterative) MapReduce jobs.
This means there is no execution barrier between the Reduce phase of Ik and
the Map phase of Ik+1 despite the data dependency; there is nothing in theory that
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prevents mappers of Ik+1 from starting execution whenever input data are available,
even while the reducers of Ik+1 are still processing their input and emitting their
output. Therefore, we propose that the output of Ik can be fed as input to the
mappers of Ik+1 as long as the reducers of Ik are emitting output. Figure IV.2 shows
how the data dependency between the Reduce phase of iteration Ii and the Map
phase of iteration Ik+1 can be translated into a communication channel.
Ck
time
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map
map
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reduce
Execution Barrier
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Figure IV.2: Asynchronous pipeline
With asynchronous iterations, every reducer opens two streams: (1) a stream to
the underlying file system, similar to MapReduce, to maintain the same fault tolerance
model of MapReduce, and (2) a socket stream to mappers of a following iterations,
used for direct transfer of the inter-iteration data.
The performance gain expected by asynchronous iterations is not due to reduction
in (or better efficiency of) the needed computations, but rather due to the changes
in dataflow that allow iterations to exploit more parallelism. Consider two successive
iterations Ik and Ik+1. Running an iterative MapReduce job in the traditional syn-
chronous fashion will allocate as much as possible of the resources available to the job
to Ik until it is completed. Any other available resources that cannot be utilized by
the current running iteration will remain idle. Using asynchronous iterations, some
of the available job resources are allocated to Ik+1 whenever Ik+1 can start processing
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the input data.
IV.3 Concurrent Termination Checking
Two methods are commonly used in determining when an iterative computation
should stop. The first is to specify beforehand the number of iterations that should
be executed. Alternatively, the computation can check a termination condition at
the end of each iteration to decide whether to continue the computation or to stop. A
typical termination condition compares the output of the last iteration with that of
its preceding one, and terminates the computation if the difference does not exceed
a specified threshold. A termination check may, however, be more sophisticated: for
example, it may involve reading the outputs of more than one previous iteration.
In the context of iterative algorithms in which iterations are implemented as
MapReduce jobs, the termination condition itself may be implemented as a sepa-
rate MapReduce job, or it can be an arbitrary script.
Figure IV.1 shows that a termination check at the end of iteration k, Ck, is involved
in two types of dependencies:
• Data dependency with the Reduce phase of the previous iteration Ik; this data
dependency can be handled in a way similar to the data dependency between
that Reduce phase of Ik and the Map phase of Ik+1.
• Control dependency with iteration Ik+1.
If the iterative application will eventually run for n iterations, the termination
condition will not be satisfied for the the first n − 1 iterations, and will only be
satisfied at the last one. iHadoop speculates that the termination condition will
not be satisfied for every iteration, and thus the next iteration can immediately start
without delay. In the asynchronous setup, described earlier and shown in Figure IV.2,
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iteration Ik+1 ignores the control dependency and starts even while iteration Ik is
running. Whenever Ck is checked and found satisfied (i.e., iterative computation has
to stop), the iHadoop framework sends a termination signal to Ik+1 cleaning up all
the tasks belonging to it.
iHadoop runs the termination check in the background concurrently with asyn-
chronous iterations. For n − 1 out of n iterations, iHadoop takes advantage of the
correct speculation that allows the next iteration to make significant progress upon
the completion of the earlier iteration. Although the following iteration will be use-
less and a waste of resources if the condition is satisfied, it is insignificant compared
to the time savings asynchronous iterations can achieve. Chapter V discusses when
precisely the termination condition gets checked.
IV.4 Task Scheduling
Every reduce task of iteration Ik feeds its output to one or more map tasks of iteration
Ik+1. The iHadoop task scheduler takes advantage of this inter-iteration locality by
scheduling tasks that have a direct data dependency on the same physical machine.
Map tasks of the first iteration are scheduled using MapReduce’s default task sched-
uler. For subsequent iterations, the iHadoop task scheduler tries to schedule a reduce
task and its associated set of map tasks (those tasks that exhibit a producer/consumer
relation) on the same physical machine.
While the MapReduce task scheduler tries to schedule map tasks on a machine
that has a local replica of its assigned input split, the iHadoop task scheduler achieves
the same goal since a map task will receive its input split streamed from a reduce
task running on the same physical machine. With large clusters, network bandwidth
is a relatively scarce resource and the iHadoop task scheduler strives to reduce the
network traffic and hence the overall execution time. If iteration Ik+1 has parts of
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its inputs that are not produced from iteration Ik (like static data in the distributed
file system), iHadoop task scheduler schedules the map tasks that will be processing
those parts of the input according to the default MapReduce policy.
MapReduce implementations have traditionally considered where computations
(tasks) should be executed (i.e., on which node). Since iHadoop supports asyn-
chronous iterations, it raises a new factor that should be taken into consideration by
implementations, namely when to schedule tasks for optimal execution. We discuss
this in more detail, in the context of our implementation, in Section V.1.
IV.5 Fault Tolerance
The commodity cluster nodes that are used in most MapReduce deployments con-
tain multiple hard disks, memory subsystems, processors, network cards, and other
components that are prone to failures. In large scale systems with many nodes, fail-
ures should be treated as the normal case rather than the exception [43], and thus
MapReduce was designed to tolerate machine failures gracefully.
MapReduce handles machine failures transparently by re-executing all completed
and in-progress map tasks as well as in-progress reduce tasks which were allocated on
the failed machine. iHadoop builds on top of this fault tolerance mechanism; it han-
dles the following two additional failure scenarios in the context of the asynchronous
iterations:
• failures of in-progress reduce tasks that are streaming their outputs to one or
more map tasks of the immediately following iteration, and
• failures of map tasks that are consuming their input directly from a reducer of
the immediately preceding iteration.
Upon failure of an in-progress reduce task, iHadoop re-starts in-progress map
tasks that are receiving input from the failed reducer, whereas completed map tasks
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do not have to be re-started. Since the reduce operator is deterministic, we only need
a deterministic reduce-to-map partitioning scheme to ensure that each map task of
the immediately subsequent iteration will process the same input in case of a reduce
task restart.
Every reduce task in asynchronous iterations sends its output to the set of linked
mappers of the following iteration and to the distributed file system. Upon failure of a
map task that is consuming its input directly from a reducer that did not fail, iHadoop
restarts the map task but its input is retrieved in this case from the distributed file
system if it is ready. Otherwise, the map task waits until the input is ready in the
distributed file system.
IV.6 Load Balancing
The MapReduce model contributes its load balancing behaviour to the following two
design issues.
1. Task granularity: The MapReduce divides the whole job into a number of map
and reduce tasks that far exceeds the number of worker nodes in the cluster.
This improves the dynamic load balancing by being able to allocate an approx-
imate equal share of the work to each worker node.
2. Dynamic scheduling: The scheduling decisions of MapReduce are based on the
information passed to the master node through the heartbeats of the worker
nodes. Each worker updates the master with its current load and available
resources periodically. The master uses this information to schedule tasks dy-
namically wherever there are available resources.
Similarly, iHadoop load balancing inherits its behaviour from MapReduce. iHadoop
does not require any changes to the task granularity. However, the iHadoop task
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scheduler tries to schedule every pair of tasks that exhibit a producer/consumer rela-
tion together on the same physical machine. Ideally, every reduce task of iteration Ik
will have an equal share of the work and will be producing an equal share of the out-
put, which will result in an equal share of work to the map tasks of iteration Ik+1. As
an extension to improve the load balancing for an iterative application over iHadoop,
a map task of iteration Ik+1 can be scheduled to run on any less loaded worker node.
But in the later case, its input will be streamed over the network rather than the fast
local inter-process transfer.
IV.7 Summary
This chapter analyzed the several dependencies that exist in an iterative MapReduce
job. For an iteration Ik+1 that is preceded by the “in-progress” iteration Ik, its input
can be (1) the output of Ik—which is not yet available in DFS (data dependency
between Ik and Ik+1), (2) some data already available in DFS, or (3) a combination
of the two. Those map tasks of Ik+1 that will be processing data already available
in DFS can start asynchronously with Ik with no changes in the default MapReduce
dataflow. For those map tasks of Ik+1 that will be processing the output of Ik, they,
as well, can start asynchronously by processing the output of the reduce tasks of Ik
as it becomes available. Those map tasks do not have to wait for the reducers of Ik to
write their output to DFS: the reducers of Ik send their outputs directly to the map
tasks of Ik+1. The data dependency can be converted into a communication channel
between the reducers of Ik and the mappers of Ik+1.
As for the control dependency, which exists between the termination check Ck
at the end of iteration k and iteration Ik+1, this control dependency can be ignored
speculating that the termination condition will not be satisfied. For an iterative job
that will be running for n iterations before its termination condition can be met, this
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speculation is correct for (n−1) times which further reduces the application’s latency.
The task scheduler of iHadoop tries to maximize data locality. It schedules tasks
that have a direct data dependency on the same physical machine which provides a
faster data transfer and reduces the network traffic which is a scarce resource in a
MapReduce cluster. The dataflow changes introduced by iHadoop do not threaten
the strong fault tolerance model of MapReduce since reducers’ outputs are still being
written to DFS. The load balancing of iHadoop also draws from MapReduce’s load
balancing since iHadoop still maintains a dynamic task scheduling.
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Chapter V
iHadoop Implementation
In this chapter, we present iHadoop, our implementation of the iHadoop model. As
discussed in Section II.4, the MapReduce framework is unaware of the behaviour of
an iterative application. In order for iHadoop to be able to apply the optimizations
presented in Chapter IV, it has to be aware of the iterative nature of an application.
Figure V.1 shows how the iHadoop framework controls the iterative execution of an
application.
Comparing Figure II.2 and Figure V.1 illustrates the different application-framework
interaction of the MapReduce model and the iHadoop model, respectively. With
iHadoop, the program submits an iterative job to the framework which, in turn, will
be responsible for running every iteration and the termination checks if required.
With MapReduce, the driver program has to break down and submit each iteration
as a series of MapReduce jobs, adjusting input/output directories for every job, and
running the termination check after each iteration if needed.
iHadoop is built on top of HaLoop [4] and Hadoop [18]. HaLoop is an extension of
Hadoop, providing programming support for iterative applications where the frame-
work is aware of their behaviour. HaLoop provides other optimizations for iterative
MapReduce applications as discussed earlier in III.1. Please refer to Appendix A for
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Figure V.1: The iHadoop framework is responsible for running every iteration and
the termination check between each.
details about the programming model of HaLoop and other API extensions proposed
by iHadoop. The optimizations proposed by iHadoop are orthogonal to the features
of HaLoop (such as caching invariant data). As our evaluation will show in Chap-
ter VI, the optimizations can be used side by side to boost performance. This chapter
discusses some optimizations and issues encountered when implementing iHadoop:
• Reducer early start: An iteration that is running asynchronously with an earlier
iteration achieves significant Map progress. Also, iHadoop can achieve a greater
progress by starting the reducers of the asynchronous iteration early to work on
the Shuﬄe phase.
• Reducer-to-mappers streaming: Increasing the number of Ik+1 mappers that
receive their input data from an Ik reducer increases the overhead of creating
the communication channels. However, if this number is small, the Shuﬄe phase
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of Ik+1 will progress slower.
• Mapper JVM reuse: To minimize the overhead of creating the communication
channels between Ik reducers and Ik+1 mappers, iHadoop persists the commu-
nication channel for every reducer.
The following discusses the previous optimizations and other implementation issues
in more detail.
V.1 Reducer Early Start
Since iHadoop runs iterations asynchronously, the task scheduler is optimized to
launch tasks in a manner which achieves better utilization of resources. We denote a
reducer from iteration Ik that is in the phase P by Rk,P . In our asynchronous setting, a
reducer Rk,Reduce applying the reduce function to its input will be streaming its output
to mappers of iteration Ik+1. In this scenario, a reducer Rk+1,Shuffle of iteration Ik+1
can start collecting the intermediate outputs of the mappers of iteration Ik+1 as they
finish. We call this optimization reducer early start where reducers of two consecutive
iterations Ik and Ik+1 are processing and shuﬄing, respectively, their input at the same
time.
Figure V.2 shows this optimization in action. As reducers of iteration I9 are
streaming their outputs to mappers of iteration I10, the reducer early start will try
to schedule reducers of I10 to start collecting intermediate data from the mappers of
I10 as they finish. Note that by the time I9 finishes, the mappers of I10 have made
significant progress and reducers of I10 were able to collect much of the intermediate
data.
A reducer starts the Shuﬄe phase by copying the intermediate output correspond-
ing to its partition of the key space from all the map tasks. For reducers of iteration
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..
00:33:16 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 32%) I:10 ( map 0% reduce 0%)
00:33:37 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 46%) I:10 ( map 0% reduce 0%)
00:33:39 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 47%) I:10 ( map 2% reduce 0%)
00:33:42 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 55%) I:10 ( map 2% reduce 0%)
00:33:43 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 56%) I:10 ( map 4% reduce 0%)
00:33:45 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 63%) I:10 ( map 7% reduce 0%)
00:33:46 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 64%) I:10 ( map 10% reduce 0%)
00:33:52 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 75%) I:10 ( map 20% reduce 1%)
00:33:55 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 77%) I:10 ( map 27% reduce 3%)
00:34:02 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 82%) I:10 ( map 42% reduce 7%)
00:34:09 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 86%) I:10 ( map 55% reduce 11%)
00:34:20 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 91%) I:10 ( map 74% reduce 18%)
00:34:41 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 97%) I:10 ( map 93% reduce 29%)
00:34:59 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 99%) I:10 ( map 99% reduce 31%)
00:35:01 INFO JobClient: I:9 ( map 100% reduce 100%) I:10 ( map 100% reduce 32%)
00:35:02 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 32%) I:11 ( map 0% reduce 0%)
00:35:08 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 53%) I:11 ( map 0% reduce 0%)
00:35:09 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 60%) I:11 ( map 0% reduce 0%)
00:35:15 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 67%) I:11 ( map 1% reduce 0%)
00:35:48 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 72%) I:11 ( map 14% reduce 0%)
00:36:11 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 74%) I:11 ( map 22% reduce 1%)
00:36:46 INFO JobClient: I:10 ( map 100% reduce 78%) I:11 ( map 34% reduce 5%)
..
Figure V.2: A sample iHadoop execution log of asynchronous iterations.
Ik+1 to be able to shuﬄe the outputs of the mappers of the same iteration efficiently,
each reducer of iteration Ik should be streaming its output to several map tasks of
iteration Ik+1. We investigate this in more detail in the next section.
V.2 Reducer to Mappers Streaming
Figure V.3 illustrates how streaming is implemented in iHadoop. The left hand side
shows “1:1 streaming” where a reducer of Ik is streaming all its emitted output to
a single mapper of Ik+1. Since there is an execution barrier between the Map and
Reduce phases within a single iteration, the reducer of Ik+1 has to wait until its
mapper finishes before the framework starts to shuﬄe the intermediate output1.
1A reducer receives its input by shuﬄing the intermediate output of multiple mappers based on
the key sub-space assigned to it. Here, we focus on the case of one mapper.
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Figure V.3: Reducer to mappers streaming. “1:1 streaming” (left) requires one-to-one
mapping between reducers of iteration Ik and mappers of iteration Ik+1.
To mitigate the potentially long delay, iHadoop implements a “1:L streaming”
mechanism where the reducer streams its intermediate output to L linked mappers
of Ik+1 in succession, each of which will receive an equal portion of that output and
thus can potentially finish in L times less than the case for “1:1 streaming”. This
allows a reducer of Ik+1 to start collecting its input earlier. Notice that the reducer
of Ik still streams to one mapper at a time. The number of linked mappers, L, has to
be chosen carefully so that the overhead of creating that number of mappers and new
connection streams does not degrade overall performance; we investigate the effect of
varying L in Subsection VI.3.4.
V.3 Mapper JVM Reuse
To decrease the overhead of creating new connection streams between a reducer and
the corresponding linked mappers of the following iteration, iHadoop reuses the same
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for these mappers. Before a reducer of iteration Ik
starts the Reduce phase, iHadoop’s TaskScheduler ensures that there is a mapper
of iteration Ik+1 running on the same physical machine waiting to establish a socket
connection with that reducer. Once a connection is established, the JVM will ma-
nipulate that connection as a shared object between subsequent map tasks. When
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the map task finishes, the JVM promptly requests the next map task to run from the
TaskTracker which will use the shared connection stream to read its input from the
reducer.
After applying the map function on their inputs, mappers need to create partitions
for every reducer and commit them to disk. These operations can take a long time
and delay the flow of data from a reducer to the next linked mapper. To speed up
this transition, every map task, after applying the map function, forks two threads:
the first is a low priority thread that commits the intermediate output to local disk,
and the other of higher priority is to runs the next map task.
V.4 Concurrent Termination Check
A termination check Ck typically runs after the conclusion of each iteration Ik. If
this check is implemented as a MapReduce job, then a similar streaming technique
(to the one discussed earlier from reducers of Ik to mappers of Ik+1) can be adopted.
This enables concurrent execution of an iteration and its termination check.
Ck can generally be any user-defined program (i.e., not necessarily a MapReduce
job), so the current implementation of iHadoop only launches the termination check
Ck after iteration Ik commits its output to HDFS. In Subsection VI.3.2 we mea-
sure the performance gains achieved from running asynchronous iterations while the
termination check executes concurrently.
V.5 Ensuring Unique Task Identifiers
Each task in Hadoop has a unique identifier (Task ID). This identifier is the con-
catenation of JobTracker ID, Job ID, (m | r), and Partition ID. For example,
the following string: task 201105010250 0001 m 000002 represents a map task with
ID 000002 from a job with ID 0001. If we use the same convention in iHadoop,
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this identifier will no longer be unique. Consider task A of iteration Ik and task B
of iteration Ik+1 running at the same time and both are representing the map task
with ID 000002; both would have the identifier task 201105010250 0001 m 000002.
To avoid this problem, we add the iteration number to the task identifier. iHadoop
would use the identifier task 201105010250 0001 k m 000002 to guarantee unique
identifiers across different iterations.
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Chapter VI
Experimental Evaluation
The design and implementation of iHadoop raise many questions that an experimental
evaluation is able to answer, most notably: How significant is the performance im-
provement due to asynchronous execution of iterations? How much is to be gained by
checking the termination condition concurrently with the subsequent iteration? Does
the number of linked mappers affect the performance? This chapter evaluates the
performance of iHadoop and discusses the results obtained through the experiments.
VI.1 Evaluated Systems
System Iterative API Asynchronous Caching Note
Hadoop - - - Baseline
iHadoopa X X -
iHadoopc X - X ≡ HaLoop
iHadoopac X X X
Table VI.1: Systems compared in the experiments.
This work evaluates iHadoop and compares it to other variants that have dif-
ferent optimizations enabled. The implementation of iHadoop is based on Hadoop
0.20.2 which is the baseline to all the evaluated systems. Hadoop, the baseline, uses
a driver program that controls the execution of a sequence of iterations, each is a
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set of MapReduce jobs. If a condition needs to be satisfied in Hadoop before termi-
nation, this check is executed as a separate MapReduce job that is launched after
the completion of each iteration. The x in iHadoopx indicates features denoted by
single letters: ‘a’ for ‘asynchronous support’ and ‘c’ for ‘caching invariant data’ as
listed in Table VI.1. iHadoopa includes the optimizations discussed in this work, i.e.,
asynchronous iterations and concurrent termination check. iHadoopc caches invari-
ant data between iterations. We used HaLoop to obtain results for this optimization.
However, we keep the name ‘iHadoopc’ for the sake of consistency. iHadoopac is our
implementation of the asynchronous iterations support while caching and indexing
invariant data between iterations based on the HaLoop caching technique.
VI.2 Experimental Setup
We ran the experiments on the two clusters described in Table VI.2. Each cluster
has a separate NameNode/JobTracker machine with 2.67 GHz Intel® Xeon® X5550
processor and 24GB of RAM. We used the two datasets described in Table VI.3:
LiveJournal1, and WebGraph2. All the results presented in this section are obtained
without any node/task failures and no other user processes/jobs were concurrently
running with our jobs on the clusters. By default, we set the number of reducers R
to the number of the nodes in the cluster where we run the experiment. A maximum
of 6 map tasks and 2 reduce tasks were configured per node. Unless otherwise stated,
the output of each iteration is written to HDFS with replication factor of 3 upon its
completion, the number of iterations is pre-specified with no termination check, and
iHadoopa and iHadoopac have the number of linked mappers L set to 5.
Three iterative applications were used in the evaluation: PageRank (PR), De-
scendant Query (DQ), and Parallel Breadth-First Search (PBFS). These applications
1http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-LiveJournal1.html
2http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/
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Cluster12 Cluster6
Nodes 12 6
Cores/Node 4
Threads/Core 2
Total Cores 48 24
RAM/Node 4GB
Processor Intel R© CoreTM i7-2600
CPU Speed 3.40 GHz
Network 1Gbit
Table VI.2: Cluster configurations.
Dataset Nodes Edges Size Description
LiveJournal 4,847,571 68,993,773 1GB Semi-synthetic social net-
work graph
WebGraph 50,013,241 151,173,117 2.5GB Graph of 1st English seg-
ment of ClueWeb09
Table VI.3: Datasets used in the experiments.
represent two different classes of iterative algorithms; PR and PBFS represent those
algorithms where the input of an iteration is mainly the output of the preceding one,
while DQ represents those where the input of an iteration depends on previous iter-
ations along with the immediately preceding one. PR is a link analysis algorithm.
Each iteration is represented as (i) a join operation between ranks and the linkage
structure, followed by (ii) a rank aggregation step. The input for the join step is
the output of the previous aggregation step and some (cachable) invariant data (e.g.,
linkage structure). The input for the aggregation step is the output of the previous
join step only. PBFS is a graph search algorithm. Each iteration is represented by a
single MapReduce job. The mappers of this job read the output of the earlier itera-
tion, update the distance of each node, and emit the updated records to the reducers.
For each node, the reducers set the smallest distance discovered so far. DQ is a social
networking algorithm, each iteration is represented as (i) a join operation between
vertices discovered from the previous iteration and the linkage structure, followed by
(ii) a duplicate elimination step. The input for the join step is the output of the
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previous duplicate elimination step and some invariant metadata. The input for the
duplicate elimination step is the output of the previous join step and the outputs of
all previous duplicate elimination steps. For more details about these applications,
please refer to Appendix B.
VI.3 Results
In this section, we evaluate and break down the effect of asynchronous iterations and
the concurrent termination check on the execution time of iterative applications. For
the systems that use asynchronous iterations (i.e., iHadoopa and iHadoopac), we use
R reducers for each iteration, which allows another R reducers to be used concurrently
for the subsequent iteration. For a fair comparison, we run the systems that do not
use asynchronous iterations (i.e., Hadoop and iHadoopc) with two settings: R and
2R reducers. However, the performance improvement for those runs with double the
number of reducers is not as significant as those achieved via the other optimizations.
For the sake of simplicity, the relative performance numbers reported explicitly in
this section are those comparing runs of equal number of reducers, while figures show
the additional data points for the different number of reducers. The results of the
experiments were compared to the results of Hadoop to check the correctness, the
only differences found were due to the floating-point operations.
VI.3.1 Asynchronous Iterations Evaluation
PageRank. Figure VI.1 shows the performance of running PR on Cluster12 for 20
iterations using the WebGraph dataset; Figure VI.1(a) represents the overall running
time of the entire job, each iteration is comprised of both the join and aggregation
steps of PR. Figure VI.1(b) illustrates the average execution time per iteration, nor-
malized to the baseline (Hadoop).
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The results indicate that iHadoopa is significantly faster than Hadoop, reducing
the average running time to 78%; a speedup of 1.28 that is due to using asynchronous
iterations. iHadoopc adopting the caching of invariant data, is able to reduce the run-
ning time to 74%. The combination of asynchronous iterations and caching, featured
in iHadoopac, exhibits the best performance, 62% of the baseline execution time, a
speedup of 1.61 over Hadoop. The asynchronous behavior of iHadoopac reduces total
running time to 84% when compared to iHadoopc.
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Figure VI.1: Performance of PageRank (WebGraph Dataset - Cluster12)
Descendant Query. Figure VI.2 shows the performance of DQ on Cluster6 for
20 iterations using the LiveJournal dataset. iHadoopa and iHadoopac had L set to 4
in this experiment since the amount of output that each reducer produces in DQ are
relatively smaller. iHadoopa reduces the total running time to 79% compared with
Hadoop. iHadoopc achieves a similar improvement of 81% over Hadoop. Moreover,
iHadoopac reduces the total run time to 62% of the baseline.
In DQ, as the number of iterations increases, the input size for one iteration is
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dominated by the outputs of earlier previous iterations rather than the immediately
proceeding iteration.
For iteration Ik+1 in iHadoopa and iHadoopac, the ratio of data that is being
transferred via local streaming (the output of iteration Ik) compared to the data that
is being transferred from HDFS (the outputs of iterations Ik−1, Ik−2, .. ) is getting
smaller as the iteration number increases. This mitigates the effect of the fast local
data transfer. This demonstrates that starting an iteration earlier has a larger effect
on the time savings achieved by iHadoopa and iHadoopac compared to the fast local
data transfer between a reducer and its linked mappers.
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Figure VI.2: Performance of Descendant Query (LiveJournal Dataset - Cluster6)
Parallel Breadth-First Search. Figure VI.3 shows the performance of PBFS
on Cluster12 for 20 iterations using the WebGraph dataset
3. iHadoopa reduces the
total running time to 78% compared with Hadoop. Figure VI.3 is missing the values
for iHadoopc and iHadoopac, since we cannot apply the caching techniques to a “one-
3The WebGraph dataset was converted into adjacency list format for this application. The new
format was 2.1GB.
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step” PBFS since each iteration reads the whole graph and generates an updated
version of the graph as a whole.
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Figure VI.3: Performance of Parallel Breadth-First Search (WebGraph Dataset -
Cluster12)
Overall, the results for these applications show clearly that asynchronous itera-
tions significantly improve the efficiency of iterative computations, under different
configurations that use a variety of optimization settings.
VI.3.2 Concurrent Termination Check
The goal of the next experiment is to measure the performance gain that iHadoop
achieves when termination checking is performed concurrently with the subsequent
iteration. We ran PR on Cluster6 using the LiveJournal dataset with a user-defined
termination condition that was satisfied at the end of the ninth iteration. Figure VI.4
compares the performance of Hadoop and iHadoopa. The shaded blocks indicate the
execution time of the iterations while the white ones indicate the execution time of
the termination check. Since the check is always performed concurrently with the
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iterations, it was never featured in iHadoopa. As a side effect of the concurrent
execution, a portion of the tenth iteration was already performed when the condition
was finally satisfied. We call this portion wasted computation. The black block in
Figure VI.4 represents the time iHadoopa spent after the ninth iteration in (a) the
termination check and (b) wasted computation. We quantify the wasted computation
by subtracting the average termination check time from the total time spent after the
ninth iteration. However, the wasted computation is less than 5% of the total running
time.
Running the termination check concurrently with the asynchronous iterations of
iHadoopa introduced an overhead of 7% as measured by comparing this execution to
the execution of iHadoopa without a termination check. Whereas the termination
check for Hadoop introduced 24% overhead to the running time.
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Overall, the experiment shows that asynchronous iterations and concurrent ter-
mination checking in iHadoopa reduce the overall execution time to 69%, achieving
an average speed up of 1.45 per iteration over Hadoop.
VI.3.3 iHadoop Scalability Tests
In this subsection, we examine the scalability of the asynchronous behaviour of
iHadoopa. We used PageRank over the LiveJournal dataset for 5 iterations in the
following set of experiments. In Figure VI.5 (a), we compare the performance of
iHadoopa and Hadoop when varying the input size. We replaced the identifiers in
LiveJournal with longer strings to generate several sizes of the dataset.
In Figure VI.5 (b), we compare the performance of iHadoopa and Hadoop when
varying the number of nodes in the cluster. For both, iHadoopa and Hadoop, we set
the number of reducers to the number of nodes.
Overall, iHadoop experiences the same scalability behaviour as Hadoop.
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the number of nodes
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VI.3.4 iHadoop Performance Tuning
The following set of experiments show the effect of some parameters over the perfor-
mance of iHadoop. The first experiment shows the effect of varying the number of
linked mappers for each reducers. Next, we show how much gain achieved through
the local streaming between each reducer and the mappers of the following iteration.
Lastly, we show the effect of skipping writing the output of reducers to the distributed
file system.
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Figure VI.6: Number of Linked Mappers Per Reducer vs. Performance (PageRank -
LiveJournal - Cluster6)
Number of Linked Mapper. As discussed in Section V.2, the number of linked
map tasks per reducer L can be critical to iHadoop performance. While increasing L
might increase the overhead of creating multiple mappers, it might also help reduc-
ers (of the same iteration of the linked mappers) collect intermediate data faster as
mappers finish. Figure VI.6 illustrates the effect of varying L on the total execution
time of 5 iterations of PR using the LiveJournal dataset on Cluster6. From the figure,
iHadoopac performs best at L = 5 for PageRank with the LiveJournal dataset. The
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optimal value for L depends on the amount of data every reducer generates.
Network vs. Local Streaming. The task scheduler of iHadoop exploits inter-
iteration locality by scheduling tasks that exhibit a producer/consumer relationship
on the same physical machine. This local data transfer is faster and saves bandwidth.
The next experiment tries to quantify the gains achieved from such scheduling. In Fig-
ure VI.7, we compare, using PageRank on the LiveJournal dataset, the performance
of iHadoopa when every reduce task and its set of linked mappers are scheduled on
the same physical machine (local) versus the performance of iHadoopa when forcing
every reduce task to run on a machine other than those machines running its set
of linked map tasks (network). In iHadoopa (network), every reduce task sends its
output to its linked map tasks over the network. Overall, iHadoopa (local) was 9%
faster due to the faster data transfer between reducers and their linked mappers and
the overall savings in bandwidth.
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Figure VI.7: Performance of iHadoopa when reducer-mappers streaming happens
locally vs. over the network (PageRank - LiveJournal - Cluster12)
Skipping HDFS. In all the experiments presented so far, iHadoopa and iHadoopac
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write their outputs to HDFS in every iteration concurrently with streaming it to the
mappers of the following iteration. For PR with pre-specified number of iterations,
outputs are never read back from HDFS in the case of no failures.
Skipping writing iteration output to HDFS can significantly improve the per-
formance. However, it has implications for the implementation to retain the fault
tolerance model of iHadoop. Checkpointing the output of the computation to HDFS
every n iterations is one way to speed up an iterative application running time, mit-
igating the negative effect on fault tolerance. The experiments show that for PR
application, skipping writing to HDFS makes an iteration of iHadoopa 15% faster on
average. This reduces the normalized average iteration time of iHadoopa presented in
Figure VI.1 from 0.79 to 0.67, achieving a speed up of 1.49 over Hadoop. In iHadoopac
the reduction reaches 31% per iteration. This reduces the normalized average exe-
cution from 0.62 to 0.43, achieving a speed up of 2.38 over Hadoop. Modifications
are required to roll back iterative computations to the last saved state (i.e., the last
committed output to HDFS) if a task fails. This kind of deployment can be practical
for clusters with high reliability, or those that wish to minimize disk space usage or
disk power consumption.
iHadoop applies the optimizations presented in this work to iterative applications
only. We ran several non-iterative applications (e.g., word count, Pi Estimator, and
grep) using iHadoop and compared the performance to Hadoop. The overhead of our
implementation on non-iterative algorithms is negligible.
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Chapter VII
Conclusion and Future Directions
MapReduce does not support iterative algorithms efficiently. Dataflow and task
scheduling are unaware, and thus do not take advantage of, the structured behaviour
of iterative algorithms. iHadoop optimizes for iterative algorithms by modifying the
dataflow techniques and task scheduling to allow iterations to run asynchronously.
The MapReduce framework takes advantage of a large scale partitioned parallelism
as it divides the input data into many input splits that are processed in parallel.
Asynchronous iterations achieve significant performance gains since they introduce
more parallelism on top of that already exploited by MapReduce; namely, they allow
more than one iteration to run concurrently. iHadoop runs iterations asynchronously,
issues the termination check concurrently with the subsequent iteration, and sched-
ules tasks that have direct data dependency together on the same physical machine
while maintaining the strong fault tolerance mechanism and efficient load balancing
of MapReduce.
VII.1 Conclusion
With typical MapReduce, an iteration IK+1 will have to wait until the preceding
iteration Ik has finished writing its output to the DFS. This work argues that this
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waiting time is not necessary; an iteration Ik+1 can start asynchronously with an
earlier iteration Ik by handling the data dependency, if it exists. The mappers of
Ik+1 can read the output of the reducers of Ik as they progress. This saves the time
required to commit the output of Ik to the DFS and the I/O required to read it from
there when Ik+1 starts.
If a termination check is required after an iteration, iHadoop speculates that the
check will fail and runs this check concurrently with the subsequent iteration. This
speculation is correct for all the iterations required by the iterative application except
for the last one. While this speculation causes the framework to perform some wasted
computation, it helps starting every iteration asynchronously as early as possible.
The iHadoop model does not conflict with other important optimizations intro-
duced in the literature, such as caching invariant data. An as shown in VI, enabling
all the available optimizations results in the best performance.
VII.2 Future Work
MapReduce was introduced recently and there are still many potential improvements.
Systems that compile higher-level declarative languages into MapReduce jobs can
benefit from applying the techniques presented in this work to their MapReduce
pipeline. For example, joining multiple tables in succession can be made efficient by
streaming the output of a MapReduce join to the next; the first MapReduce job joins
the first two tables and streams its output to the second MapReduce job which, then,
joins the result of the first join with a third table, and so on. Similar techniques can
be applied to optimize the execution of successive MapReduce jobs in systems such
as Hive or Pig.
Other extensions to this work include supporting caching invariant data in map
tasks. For the moment, iHadoopac supports only caching reducers’ inputs based on
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the HaLoop technique which would require changes to the current task scheduler to
handle the static mapping of map tasks to cluster nodes.
As shown in Subsection VI.3.4, the number of linked mappers per reducer L
affects the performance of asynchronous iterations. This number is predefined for
each iterative job. However, iHadoop can take advantage of the iterative job’s history
to optimize the execution of the following iterations, by trying several values of L at
the beginning of the application’s run and choosing the one that results in the best
performance.
There are more experiments that are needed to fully understand the performance
gains that iHadoop achieves over Hadoop for iterative applications, including the fault
tolerance and load balancing. We are planning to run more experiments to test the
effectiveness; given the same amount of time, how the output of iHadoop is close to
the required result compared to the output of Hadoop.
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APPENDIX A
iHadoop API
This appendix lists and describes the APIs of the different systems related to this
work. As we mentioned in Chapter V, iHadoop builds on top of HaLoop, and thus, its
API extends what is provided by HaLoop. Hadoop programs can run without modi-
fications on HaLoop and iHadoop. However, to run an iterative MapReduce program
with HaLoop or iHadoop, we have to provide some information to the runtime system
through its API. We first describe the Hadoop API and its usage. Then, we discuss
the API extensions HaLoop presented to provide iterative programming support for
iterative applications. Finally, we present the iHadoop extensions and changes. Please
note that we are not presenting a full list for the API in this appendix, the interested
reader can refer to the source code for a complete API list.
A.1 Hadoop API
Hadoop provides a programming support that is sufficient to define a MapReduce job
and tune it. For every MapReduce job, the user has to define the map and the reduce
functions to be used in the job. This appendix summarizes the Hadoop API in the
following.
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• setMapperClass: directs the runtime to the implementation of the map func-
tion. This is required for every MapReduce job.
• setReducerClass: directs the runtime to the implementation of the reduce
function. This is required for every MapReduce job.
• setNumReduceTasks: specifies the number of reduce tasks to be launched for
the job. However, setNumMapTasks is used as a hint since the number of map
tasks is determined according to the size of the input.
• setOutputKeyClass: specifies the key type of the output.
• setOutputValueClass: specifies the value type of the output.
• setInputFormat: directs the runtime to a handler for the input format. The
handler will be used to partition the input into splits and to obtain an input
stream with record granularity.
• setOutputFormat: directs the runtime to a handler for the output format. The
handler will be used to obtain an output stream with record granularity and to
commit the output to HDFS.
• setInputPaths: specifies the input paths for the job. The input paths should
be valid directories in HDFS.
• setOutputPath: specifies the output path for the job. The output paths should
be a valid directory in HDFS.
• submitJob: submits a job to the runtime. The job information is passed through
a wrapper object; JobConf. JobConf contains all the job configuration options
and is distributed across the nodes of the cluster.
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A.2 HaLoop API
• setIterative: is used whenever submitting an iterative job to HaLoop. This
determines the behaviour of the JobTracker and the TaskScheduler. If the
job is not iterative, the behaviour should be identical to Hadoop. Otherwise,
HaLoop optimizations, e.g., caching invariant data and loop-aware scheduling,
are set to action.
• setStepConf: is used to define the required steps in every iteration of the
algorithm. As we will show in Appendix B, every iteration of PageRank has
two steps: a rank aggregation step and a join step; every iteration of Descendant
Query has two steps: a join step and a duplicate elimination step. setStepConf
defines a JobConf for every step in the iterative application.
• setLoopInputOutput: specifies a handler for the application input and output.
The runtime queries this handler to determine the input paths and the output
path for every step throughout the execution of the iterative application.
• setNumIterations: sets a limit on the number of iterations the iterative appli-
cation can run.
• setLoopMapCacheSwitch: specifies a handler which is queried by a map task
of an iterative application to determine whether (1) it should cache its input or
(2) it should read cached data as input.
• setLoopMapCacheFilter: determines which part of the input data of a map
task to be cached.
• setLoopReduceCacheSwitch: specifies a handler which is queried by a reduce
task of an iterative application to determine whether (1) it should cache its
input or (2) it should read cached data as input.
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• setLoopReduceCacheFilter: determines which part of the input data of a
reduce task to be cached.
A.3 iHadoop API
• setAsynchronousIterations: is set to TRUE if we need to activate the asyn-
chronous iterations support during the execution of the iterative application. It
changes the behaviour of the JobTracker and the TaskScheduler to be aware
of the iterations that are running asynchronously.
• setEarlyStart: activates the reducer early start (as discussed in V.1). It is set
to TRUE, e.g., on, by default.
• setLinkedNum: specifies the number of linked map tasks per reduce (as dis-
cussed in V.2). It is set to 3 by default.
• setMapJVMReuse: enables/disables the reuse of the linked map JVM to mitigate
the overhead of creating an socket stream between a reducer and a mapper of
the following iteration. It is set to TRUE, e.g., on, by default.
• setTCControl: specifies a handler to the termination check of an iterative
algorithm. This handler specifies the following: (1) if the application needs to
run a termination check after a specific step/iteration, (2) obtain a JobConf for
the termination condition where the input paths and the output path have been
adjusted, and (3) if the overall computation needs to be terminated whenever
the termination condition is found to be satisfied after the execution of the
termination check.
• setHDFSInputs: specifies a handler for the application input and output. This
works in tandem with setLoopInputOutput. Since the input to an iteration
can be a combination of the output of the previous iteration and some data
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from the HDFS, this handler determines which data are to be streamed from
the previous asynchronously-running iteration and which data are to be read
from HDFS.
• setReduceBufferSize: specifies the size of the buffer associated with the out-
put stream of a reducer that is streaming its output to one or more map tasks
of the following iteration. It is set to 8192 bytes by default.
• setMapBufferSize: specifies the size of the buffer associated with the input
stream of a mapper that is reading in its input from a reducer of the previous
iteration. It is set to 2048 bytes by default.
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APPENDIX B
Iterative Algorithms
This appendix will go into the details of the algorithms used in the experiments
section of this work, namely PageRank and Descendant Query. The appendix will
give an overview for each and present its implementation with MapReduce. Finally,
I will include how this application can be run under Hadoop, HaLoop, and iHadoop.
B.1 PageRank
PageRank is a link analysis algorithm and was first introduced in 1998 by Brin and
Page [3]. It represents the web as a large graph where each web page is a vertex and
every outbound link from a web page to another is an edge. It ranks web pages by
iteratively updating the weight of each vertex based on the weights of all other web
pages that have a direct inbound link to it. Tables B.1(a)–B.1(d) show an example
of the tables to be used for PageRank.
Each iteration of PageRank can be represented as two MapReduce jobs. The first
job (step) is a join operation that would join the ranking table, which is a list of every
web page and its corresponding rank, with the linkage table, which is a list of every
edge in the graph. The mappers of this step read the two tables and emit a record
using url as a key. The reducers actually perform the join for every url, i.e., key.
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The output of this step is the rank adjustment for outbound links for every web page.
The second step is a rank aggregation operation that sums the rank for each url in
the rank adjustment table. The mappers of this step emit records with the url as
a key and the rank as value. The reducers aggregate the values for every key and
produce the new rank. The output of the reducers is used as the new ranking table
for the join operation of the next step.
url rank
www.bing.com 1.000
www.google.com 1.000
www.msn.com 1.000
www.yahoo.com 1.000
(a) Initial rank table
url rank cont
www.google.com 0.334
www.msn.com 0.334
www.yahoo.com 0.334
www.bing.com 0.176
www.yahoo.com 0.500
www.google.com 0.500
www.msn.com 0.176
www.google.com 1.000
www.yahoo.com 0.176
(c) Rank contributions
url dest url
www.bing.com www.google.com
www.yahoo.com www.google.com
www.msn.com www.yahoo.com
www.msn.com www.google.com
www.bing.com www.msn.com
www.bing.com www.yahoo.com
(b) Linkage table
url rank
www.bing.com 0.176
www.google.com 1.834
www.msn.com 0.509
www.yahoo.com 1.009
(d) New rank table
Table B.1: PageRank example.
B.1.1 Termination Condition
PageRank can run for a predefined number of iterations, or until it converges. Con-
vergence in PageRank happens when the ranks assigned to web pages are very much
the same between two consecutive iterations.
Assume that we have a web dataset of COUNT pages. Then, for every web page
pi in the dataset where 0 < i < COUNT , an iteration Ik assigns a ranking value p
i
k.
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And the next iteration Ik+1 assigns the same web page p
i the value pik+1. PageRank
reaches convergence when the condition
∑COUNT
i=0 ‖pik+1−pik‖ < threshold is satisfied,
where threshold is positive value that has to be set carefully; a large threshold value
can hinder the quality of the ranks assigned with PageRank, and a small threshold
can cause the application to run so many iterations.
B.2 Descendant Query
Descendant Query is used in social networks to find (in)direct relations between en-
tities. Many social networks, e.g., Facebook, make suggests to their users based
on “friends of friends” relation. Descendant query represents a social network as a
graph: every entity is a vertex, and a relation between two entities is an edge link-
ing the respective vertices. Descendant Query finds those vertices that are within n
hops/edges away. Tables B.2(a)–B.2(d) show an example of the tables to be used for
Descendant Query.
Each iteration of Descendant Query can be represented as two MapReduce jobs.
The first job is a join operation that would join the relation table R, which is a list of
every entity and its related entities, with the entities discovered in the earlier iteration
F using the predicate R.name = F.friend. The mappers of this step read the two
tables and emit a record using name as a key. The reducers actually perform the join.
The output of this step is the rank adjustment for outbound links for every web page.
The second step is a duplicate elimination operation to remove the entities discovered
from earlier iterations (to avoid circles). The output of this step is used as the input
F for the following iteration.
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name friend
Mendel Rosenblum Ken Thompson
Andrew Tanenbaum Gordon Moore
Gordon Moore Robert Floyd
Linus Torvalds Edsger Dijkstra
Ken Thompson Gordon Moore
David Huffman John von Neumann
Gordon Moore Dennis Ritchie
Ken Thompson Richard Stallman
Marshall McKusick Edsger Dijkstra
John von Neumann Alfred Aho
Richard Stallman David Huffman
(a) Relation table R
name friend
Mendel Rosenblum Ken Thompson
(b) F0
name friend
Mendel Rosenblum Robert Floyd
Mendel Rosenblum Dennis Ritchie
Mendel Rosenblum David Huffman
(d) F2
name friend
Mendel Rosenblum Gordon Moore
Mendel Rosenblum Richard Stallman
(c) F1
name friend
Mendel Rosenblum John von Neumann
(e) F3
Table B.2: Descendant Query example.
B.3 Parallel Breadth-First Search
Parallel Breadth-First Search (PBFS) is one of the common search algorithms for
large graphs. It is used to construct a tree of the nodes that can be reached from
a certain source. For example, it can be used to determine whether some states are
reachable from the current state or not.
Each iteration of PBFS is represented by a single MapReduce job. The mappers
read the adjacency list of the graph, and then, they mark and update the distance of
the nodes that can be reached through the key input. The reducers of PBFS emit the
updated version of the adjacency list by choosing the least distance value discovered
for each node.
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Tables B.3(a)-B.3(d) show an example of the tables to be used for PBFS.
src dest state cost
1 2, 4, 6 READY 0
2 1, 5, 6 - ∞
3 4, 6 - ∞
4 1, 3, 5 - ∞
5 2, 4 - ∞
6 1, 2, 3 - ∞
(a) Initial adjacency list
src dest state cost
1 2, 4, 6 DONE 0
2 1, 5, 6 DONE 1
3 4, 6 READY 2
4 1, 3, 5 DONE 1
5 2, 4 READY 2
6 1, 2, 3 DONE 1
(c) After second iteration
src dest state cost
1 2, 4, 6 DONE 0
2 1, 5, 6 READY 1
3 4, 6 - ∞
4 1, 3, 5 READY 1
5 2, 4 - ∞
6 1, 2, 3 READY 1
(b) After first iteration
src dest state cost
1 2, 4, 6 DONE 0
2 1, 5, 6 DONE 1
3 4, 6 DONE 2
4 1, 3, 5 DONE 1
5 2, 4 DONE 2
6 1, 2, 3 DONE 1
(d) After third iteration
Table B.3: Parallel breadth-first search example
